Introduction
============

Breast Cancer (BC), the third most frequent type of cancer in the world, is known to be the most common type of cancer among females both in developed and developing countries.[@b1-bic-4-2012-019],[@b2-bic-4-2012-019] This leading cause of death in the world is the second leading cause of death in USA.[@b3-bic-4-2012-019],[@b4-bic-4-2012-019] Annually, more than one million cases of BC are reported globally and approximately 90,000 cases are documented in Pakistan.[@b2-bic-4-2012-019] Based on the BC incidence rate in 1995--2007, American Cancer Society predicted that 230,480 new cases of invasive BC and 57,650 cases of in-situ BC will be expected in 2011.[@b3-bic-4-2012-019] In Pakistan, BC accounts for 38.5% of all other types of cancers in the country. The ratio of developing BC is increasing at an alarming rate among Pakistani females and it has been estimated that one out of every nine women in Pakistan is at risk of developing BC.[@b5-bic-4-2012-019] Contrary to western females, Pakistani females suffer from the BC at an early age, having a higher risk of metastatic cancers. They also present with large lesions. The infiltrating ductal carcinoma has been identified as the most common type of BC among Pakistani females.[@b6-bic-4-2012-019]

Unfortunately, Pakistan has the highest prevalence of BC in Asia and, on the average, about 40,000 women die per year due to this disease.[@b7-bic-4-2012-019],[@b8-bic-4-2012-019] More than 50% of the BC cases in Pakistan have been found in the Punjab province. According to one report, only 10% of the BC cases (ie, 2250 out of 90,000) are diagnosed and treated while 75% of the patients do not go for treatment and die within five years after diagnosis. Survival rate of BC patients is dependent on early diagnosis and treatment, as it has been observed that early diagnosis of the BC can increase the chances of survival up to more than 90%.[@b7-bic-4-2012-019],[@b9-bic-4-2012-019] Early detection of BC is therefore extremely important, but remains elusive due to the non-availability of reliable biomarkers.[@b10-bic-4-2012-019] Overall five-year survival of BC patients is greatly reduced as the stage of BC progresses. The five-year survival rate has been reported to be 85%, 60% and 20% in stages II, III and IV BC patients, respectively.[@b11-bic-4-2012-019]

Since diagnosis of BC at the earliest possible stage cannot be achieved through mammographic screening,[@b12-bic-4-2012-019] blood proteome profiling may help to identify the molecular markers which are usually present at a very low concentration and can be utilized for the early detection and treatment of BC.[@b13-bic-4-2012-019]--[@b15-bic-4-2012-019] High throughput biomolecular profiling techniques such as transcriptomics, proteomics and metabolomics are commonly used for the discovery of biomarkers of various diseases.[@b16-bic-4-2012-019] Proteins that are found to be differentially expressed can be used as biomarkers for the diagnosis and prognosis of the disease and may be used as therapeutic targets for future treatment and management of the disease.[@b17-bic-4-2012-019]

Although estrogen, progesterone and Human Epidermal Growth Factor Receptor 2 (HER2) receptors represent a group of biomarkers that are used as molecular tools for the prognosis of BC, at present there is no plasma or serum protein that can be assigned the status of validated biomarker for the early diagnosis of BC.[@b18-bic-4-2012-019] Certain proteins including autoantibodies (RS/DJ-1, p53, HSP60, HSP90, mucin-related), serum proteins (CA-15-3, RS/DJ-1, HER-2/neu) and ductal proteins (α-2-HS-glycoprotein, lipophilin B, beta-globin, hemopexin, vitamin--D-binding protein) have been identified as potential biomarkers of BC by studying humoral response, serum and nipple aspirate fluid profiling.[@b18-bic-4-2012-019] Proliferation marker Ki67, estrogen receptor β (ERβ) and cell cycle regulatory proteins (cyclin D1and cyclin E) have also been projected as emerging biomarkers of BC.[@b19-bic-4-2012-019]--[@b25-bic-4-2012-019]

Considering the importance of the issue, we initiated the current study with the aim to identify potential biomarkers that can help in BC diagnosis. Polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (PAGE), 1 dimensional (1D) or 2 dimensional (2D), in combination with mass spectrometry is widely used for the identification of tissue-based or circulating diagnostic and therapeutic biomarkers for breast cancer. 2D-gel electrophoresis is an expensive tool and requires technical skill.[@b26-bic-4-2012-019]--[@b30-bic-4-2012-019] We therefore started our search to recognize the differentially expressed proteins in the sera of breast cancer patients using 1D sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS)-PAGE. When we compared with the electrophoretic profile of normal sera we were able to see some differentially expressed bands in the diseased cases. Although a protein band in 1D SDS PAGE may contain many different proteins, the absence of one band would indicate that multiple proteins are involved in the pathogenesis of breast cancer simultaneously. For multiple proteins containing fractions, we planned to perform 2D-gel electrophoresis as part of the second phase of study.

Using the relatively simple and cost-effective technique of 1D SDS PAGE in combination with Liquid Chromatography-Tandem Mass Spectrometry (LC-MS/MS), we have identified apolipoprotein A1 (apoA-1), the Ig kappa (κ) chain C region, and transthyretin (TTR), along with some other acute phase proteins (eg, haptoglobin (Hp), serum amyloid A (SAA), inter-alpha-trypsin inhibitor heavy chain 4 (ITIH4), serum albumin) and some components of a complement system (i.e, C8, C3 and C4) as potential biomarkers for breast carcinoma.

Materials and Methods
=====================

Sample collection
-----------------

After approval from the Institutional Ethical Committee, blood samples (n = 61) were collected from patients presenting at Bahawal Victoria (BV) Hospital, Bahawalpur, Pakistan, following standard procedures and written consent taken from each patient on a prescribed form. Complete demographic, disease and medication history of each patient was recorded in the questionnaire. Collected sera were first screened for HBV/HCV/HIV infection. No sample was found to be HIV positive. However, few samples were positive for HBV (n = 1) and HCV (n = 7). A fraction of BC patients (n = 8) had undergone chemotherapeutic treatment. The patients found positive for HBV/HCV infection and those who had been treated chemotherapeutically were excluded from the main cohort of samples. Excluded samples were treated as a separate group and analyzed to get an idea about combinatorial effect of BC and either HBV/HCV infection or chemotherapy. Female patients with BC (n = 48) and non-malignant pre-cancerous benign breast lesions (n = 13) were included in the study. The mean age of the patients was 45.54 ± 13.15 years.

Sample processing and protein gel electrophoresis
-------------------------------------------------

Sera obtained using standard methodology were stored at −70 °C in small aliquots until further analysis took place. Proteins were quantified using the Bradford method.[@b31-bic-4-2012-019] Following the optimized gel conditions, 60 μg of serum proteins were resolved on 10% SDS PAGE.[@b32-bic-4-2012-019] Gels were run for 2 hours (h) at 125 volts and stained using 0.25% solution of Coomassie brilliant blue (G-250) for 2 h. Sera of normal healthy female subjects were used as a normal control comparison. Differentially expressed protein bands, compared with the sera of normal individuals, were cut from the gel and identified using LC-MS/MS.[@b33-bic-4-2012-019] Scores of peptide match and protein sequence coverage% ([Table 1](#t1-bic-4-2012-019){ref-type="table"}) provided an account of the degree of confidence associated with the identification of proteins by mass spectrometry. A higher peptide match and protein sequence coverage score is the indicator of higher confidence with which the protein is identified.[@b34-bic-4-2012-019]

The protein expression pattern was documented using the UV-Pro gel system (USA). Gel images were processed for the densitometric quantification of various protein bands using GelQuantNet software (BiochemLabSolutions, Princeton, NJ, <http://biochemlabsolutions.com/GelQuantNET.html>). Protein bands were analyzed and densities of the bands observed in test samples (ie, sera of breast cancer and benign breast disease patients) were compared with those of normal controls. On the basis of this comparison test samples were identified to have either more expression (up-regulation), less expression (down-regulation) or the same level of expression (no change). Results were finally reported as the percentage of breast cancer and benign breast disease patients having either up- or down-regulated expression.

Results are presented as percentages because the overall detection rate of the bands is simply based upon recording the presence or the absence of a particular protein band on gel, and is therefore less informative. Overall detection rate of the bands is not as informative as the comparison of densities, which reveals the nature and extent of change in the expression level of different proteins ([Table 2](#t2-bic-4-2012-019){ref-type="table"}).

Normalization of proteins loaded on gel
---------------------------------------

The differentially expressed proteins were identified by comparing gel profiles of patients with those of normal controls. Equal quantities of total proteins were loaded in each lane. A protein band on the gels exhibiting minimum variations across the samples was taken as the internal control for densitometric analysis. For further normalization of the loaded proteins and better assessment of differentially expressed bands, serum albumin quantification data was considered (data not shown). The main aim of all the efforts was to document the true picture of differential expression and to minimize the chances of erroneous documentation of various proteins in sera of BC and benign breast disease patients.

In-gel tryptic digestion and peptide sequence analysis
------------------------------------------------------

Standard methodology was used for in-gel tryptic digestion and peptide sequence analysis.[@b33-bic-4-2012-019] Specific bands excised from the Coomassie brilliant blue (G-250) stained gel were subjected to destaining and in-gel digestion using optimized protocol for ESI-QTQF MS/MS as described elsewhere.[@b35-bic-4-2012-019] Chromatographically-separated peptides were ultimately analyzed using Q-TOF Ultima Global (Micromass, Manchester, UK) mass spectrometer provided with a nanoflow ESI Z-spray source in positive ion mode. MassLynx (v 4.0) software on Windows NT PC was used for data acquisition. Further processing of the data was performed on Protein-Lynx- Global-Server (v 2.1; Micromass, Manchester, UK). To identify the proteins present in the analyzed sample, processed data was searched in MSDB and Swiss-Prot databases through a Mascot search engine with a peptide mass tolerance of ±0.5 Da and fragment mass tolerance of ±0.5 Da. Search criteria were set to the maximum and only one missed cleavage was allowed by trypsin. Protein modifications were set to methionine oxidation and carbamidomethyl cysteine, whatever was appropriate.[@b33-bic-4-2012-019]

Statistical analysis
--------------------

To know the significance level of the variations among different groups of BC and benign breast disease patients, a Chi-square test (*X*^2^) was performed, using SPSS 18.0, on the actual numerical values/outcomes but not on percentage data. Results of the *X*^2^ test guided us to document the expression trends of various proteins in the pathogenesis of BC and benign breast diseases. Further, the statistical analysis helped to explore whether the differential expression of various proteins can be potentially used to discriminate between BC and benign breast disease patients. To document the effect of chemotherapeutic treatment and HCV infection on expression of different proteins, we grouped BC patients into various groups based on the status of chemotherapeutic treatment and HCV infection. Patients suffering from different types of BC were placed into separate groups to explore the type of existing relationship, if any, between the differential expression of studied proteins and the type of breast cancer. Patient groups containing either one or two representative samples were not subjected to *X*^2^ analysis.

Results
=======

Altered expression levels of eight different protein bands were visually noticed in the sera of patients with BC, inflammation and benign or complications like mammary dysplasia and chronic mastitis as compared to normal female controls. Differentially expressed protein bands were labeled as SEB1-8, sometimes with additional letters to indicate closely spaced bands. Intriguing was the observation that certain protein bands were either completely missing ([Fig. 1](#f1-bic-4-2012-019){ref-type="fig"}, lane 6--7, SEB1; lane 5, SEB3, SEB4; lane 5 and 8, SEB7; [Fig. 2](#f2-bic-4-2012-019){ref-type="fig"}, lane 3, SEB7, SEB3) or expressed at very low levels ([Fig. 1](#f1-bic-4-2012-019){ref-type="fig"}, lane 4, SEB1; lane 4--5 and 8, SEB2; [Fig. 2](#f2-bic-4-2012-019){ref-type="fig"}, lane 6 and 8, SEB2). Protein component of these bands were identified through LC-MS/MS and the data is summarized in [Table 1](#t1-bic-4-2012-019){ref-type="table"}. Details can be seen in the [supplementary data](#s1-bic-4-2012-019){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. The differentially expressed proteins associated with BC and benign or non-malignant breast lesions/inflammations were identified as a number of acute phase proteins (haptoglobin, SAA, serum albumin, TTR, truncated TTR and ITIH4), apolipoprotein A1, Ig kappa chain C region, and some complement system components (including C3, C4-A and C8, [Table 1](#t1-bic-4-2012-019){ref-type="table"}).

Altered expression level of some acute phase proteins and complement system components
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The LC/MS/MS data revealed haptoglobin as the part of SEB1 protein band along with complement component C8 gamma chain ([Figs. 1](#f1-bic-4-2012-019){ref-type="fig"}--[2](#f2-bic-4-2012-019){ref-type="fig"}) and this band was found to be predominantly up-regulated in benign breast disease patients ([Fig. 1](#f1-bic-4-2012-019){ref-type="fig"}, lane 3, sample BC37; [Fig. 2](#f2-bic-4-2012-019){ref-type="fig"}, lane 5, sample BC58). Down-regulation was seen in a small proportion of the benign breast disease patients. *X*^2^ analysis revealed that SEB1 expression cannot help in differentiation between BC and benign breast disease patients ([Table 2](#t2-bic-4-2012-019){ref-type="table"}). The differential expression of SEB1 protein fraction was also found to be associated with the status of chemotherapeutic treatment and HCV infection (*P* = 0.0005). Up-regulation was more significant in non-chemotherapeutically treated BC patients and a large proportion of chemotherapeutically treated BC patients showed down-regulation. All HCV positive BC patients exhibited down-regulation of this protein fraction. Differential expression of SEB1 protein fraction was not found to be related with any particular type of BC (*P* = 0.102) except that duct carcinoma patients had predominantly down-regulated expression of this protein fraction ([Table 3](#t3-bic-4-2012-019){ref-type="table"}).

Another acute phase protein SAA protein, as well as human serum albumin and hemoglobin subunit β, are constituents of the protein gel band SEB5, whereas the SEB6 fraction is composed of ITIH4 and the C3 component. Both SEB5 and SEB6, protein fractions were found to be up-regulated in the majority of BC cases. It is important to note that benign breast disease patients exhibited significant up-regulation of the SEB5 and down-regulation of the SEB6 fraction. *X*^2^ analysis indicated that the differential expression pattern of SEB5 and SEB6 protein fractions is also not helpful to discriminate BC patients from benign breast disease patients ([Table 2](#t2-bic-4-2012-019){ref-type="table"}). Up-regulation of SEB5 and SEB6 were more obvious in BC patients regardless of their chemotherapy status. Contrary to this, SEB5 and SEB6 fractions were observed to be down-regulated in large proportions of HCV positive BC patients. SEB5 protein fraction was predominantly up-regulated in different types of BC patients. In contrast, majority of the duct carcinoma patients exhibited down-regulation of ITIH4 and C3 component containing fraction (SEB6) while up-regulation was significant in all other cases ([Table 3](#t3-bic-4-2012-019){ref-type="table"}).

*X*^2^ analysis revealed that there was significant variation in the expression of SEB6 protein fraction among BC patients groups categorized according to the treatment type and status of HCV infection. However, differential expression of SEB5 was not associated with type of BC, status of chemotherapeutic treatment and HCV infection.

Down-regulation of TTR
----------------------

SEB2 was found to contain transthyretin (TTR). This acute phase protein was found to be significantly down-regulated in the sera of BC patients (68.75%). Benign breast disease patients exhibited both up-(53.86%) and down-regulation (46.15%) with slightly higher frequency of up-regulation ([Table 2](#t2-bic-4-2012-019){ref-type="table"}). TTR was down-regulated in the majority of the BC patients, irrespective of whether the patients have been treated chemotherapeutically or not. Meanwhile, all studied HCV-positive BC patients had a lowered expression level of TTR as compared to the normal controls. *X*^2^ analysis indicated that TTR differential expression had significant variation among the BC patient groups, established on the basis of treatment type and HCV infection. However, no association was found between TTR differential expression and type of breast carcinoma ([Table 3](#t3-bic-4-2012-019){ref-type="table"}). Similarly, we were unable to discriminate BC patients from benign breast disease patients on the basis of TTR differential expression.

Expression of modified TTR
--------------------------

SEB3 also contained TTR with the same molecular weight and pI but with a different score of peptides match ([Table 1](#t1-bic-4-2012-019){ref-type="table"}). This could be the post-translationally modified proteolytically truncated, cysteinylated and/or glutathionylated form of TTR[@b36-bic-4-2012-019] as it migrates as a separate band on SDS-PAGE. This modified form of TTR was observed in a small fraction of the total cases included in our study. It was not expressed in the HCV-positive BC patients and its expression was slightly higher in the case of infiltrating/invasive duct carcinoma as compared to the other types of breast carcinomas. *X*^2^ analysis indicated that expression of the modified TTR does not vary significantly (*P* \> 0.05) among the BC patients and patients of benign breast diseases ([Tables 2](#t2-bic-4-2012-019){ref-type="table"} and [3](#t3-bic-4-2012-019){ref-type="table"}).

Expression of hemoglobin subunit β
----------------------------------

Protein identified from gel band SEB4 is hemoglobin subunit β and it does not seem to be involved in pathobiology of BC as well as other breast complications. In the present study, only 1 non-chemotherapeutically treated BC patient and 2 patients suffering from benign breast diseases (ie, 1 mammary dysplasia and 1 fibroadenoma patient) showed elevated levels of this protein ([Table 2](#t2-bic-4-2012-019){ref-type="table"}). Meanwhile, majority of BC and benign breast disease patients were found to have no change in the expression level of this protein. Hence, the expression pattern of hemoglobin subunit β cannot be considered as the candidate biomarker of BC and benign breast diseases ([Table 2](#t2-bic-4-2012-019){ref-type="table"}). Hemoglobin subunit β was the part of SEB5 fraction whereas SEB4 is the band cut from the sample BC58 (lane 5, [Fig. 2](#f2-bic-4-2012-019){ref-type="fig"}). It may represent a post-translationally modified form of hemoglobin subunit β that appears as a separate band in few samples. However, in most of the cases, hemoglobin subunit β was found to be part of SEB5 fraction.

Down-regulation of serum albumin and the complement C4-A containing fraction
----------------------------------------------------------------------------

Serum albumin and the complement C4-containing fraction (SEB7) was down-regulated in the majority of BC and benign breast disease patients ([Table 2](#t2-bic-4-2012-019){ref-type="table"}). Furthermore, detailed analysis revealed that all groups of BC patients, including treated, HCV infected and type of carcinoma-based groups, had down-regulation of the SEB7 fraction. *X*^2^ analysis showed that SEB7 differential expression data was not enough to discriminate BC patients from benign breast disease patients or to distinguish any of the BC patients group from others ([Tables 2](#t2-bic-4-2012-019){ref-type="table"} and [3](#t3-bic-4-2012-019){ref-type="table"}).

Altered expression of ApoA-1 and Ig κ chain c-region containing fraction
------------------------------------------------------------------------

ApoA-1 and Ig κ chain c-region were identified in SEB8 fraction. Although a major proportion of breast cancer and benign breast disease patients exhibited up-regulation of this protein fraction, breast cancer patients cannot be discriminated from benign breast disease patients on the basis of the expression of these proteins (*P* = 0.099; [Table 2](#t2-bic-4-2012-019){ref-type="table"}). Expression pattern of this protein fraction seems to be influenced by the status of chemotherapeutic treatment and HCV infection (*P* = 0.032). Moreover, it is interesting to note that non-chemotherapeutically treated patients were found to have predominant up-regulation (65.63%) whereas a higher proportion of chemotherapeutically treated and HCV positive breast cancer patients showed down-regulation of this protein fraction ([Table 3](#t3-bic-4-2012-019){ref-type="table"}). Similarly, the apoA-1 and Ig κ chain c-region containing protein fraction was significantly up-regulated in infiltrating/invasive ductal carcinoma patients and patients whose carcinoma type was not identified, but predominantly down-regulated in *in-situ* duct carcinoma patients ([Table 3](#t3-bic-4-2012-019){ref-type="table"}). *X*^2^ analysis has revealed a 23.9% chance that the deviation from normal is due to chance only (*P* = 0.239). Hence, type of breast cancer did not contribute differentially towards the altered expression of this protein fraction ([Table 3](#t3-bic-4-2012-019){ref-type="table"}).

Effect of chemotherapy on the expression of various proteins
------------------------------------------------------------

A small fraction of the BC patients (n = 8) investigated in the present study had undergone 2--6 cycles of chemotherapy. In these patients, all identified protein fractions were significantly down-regulated with the exception of SEB3 and SEB4. SEB3 (modified TTR) was expressed in a small fraction of chemotherapeutically treated patients whereas there was no change in the expression level of the SEB4 fraction as compared to the normal controls ([Table 3](#t3-bic-4-2012-019){ref-type="table"}).

Combined effect of HBV/HCV infection and BC
-------------------------------------------

The current study included two lobular carcinoma patients and one spindle cell neoplasm patient. One patient was found to be HBV-positive and had also been treated chemotherapeutically. SEB1, 5 and 7 were up-regulated while SEB2 and 6 were down-regulated in the patient suffering from spindle cell neoplasm. Lobular carcinoma patients exhibited down-regulation of SEB6 and SEB7, while out of 2 lobular carcinoma patients, one exhibited up- and other down-regulation of SEB1, 2 and 5. In HBV-positive and chemotherapeutically-treated BC patient, SEB1, 2, 5 and 7 were down-regulated but SEB6 was up-regulated. Modified TTR (SEB4) expression was documented in one lobular carcinoma patient as well as in the patient suffering from spindle cell neoplasm. Modified TTR was not found in HBV-positive and chemotherapeutically-treated patients and there was no effect on the expression of hemoglobin subunit β (SEB4) in the groups with a low number (n = 1 or 2) of representative samples ([Table 3](#t3-bic-4-2012-019){ref-type="table"}).

While collecting samples we came across 7 HCV positive BC patients. The HCV-positive patients were separated from the main cohort of BC patients and analyzed separately. In HCV-positive BC patients all but SEB3 and SEB4 protein fractions were found to be significantly down-regulated. SEB3 was not expressed in any of the HCV-positive BC patients, while there was no change in the expression level of SEB4 as compared to the normal controls. There was only one HBV-positive BC patient. In this patient, all but SEB3 and SEB4 protein fractions were down-regulated. Modified TTR (SEB3) was not expressed and there was no change in the expression level of hemoglobin subunit β (SEB4) as compared to normal controls ([Table 3](#t3-bic-4-2012-019){ref-type="table"}).

Discussion
==========

Our results have documented increased or decreased levels of various acute phase proteins including haptoglobin, SAA, ITIH4 and TTR. A variable expression pattern is also observed for some components of complement system including C3, C4 and C8. Differential expression of multiple proteins has been reported in the sera of colon cancer[@b37-bic-4-2012-019] and metastatic oral cancer patients.[@b38-bic-4-2012-019] In addition, a protein fraction containing apoA-1 and Ig kappa chain c-region is also pre-dominantly up-regulated in breast cancer and benign breast disease patients.

An acute phase reaction is the non-specific response to any infection, inflammation or trauma in the body mediated by inflammation linked cytokines, mainly IL6 in animals. Consequently, there is change in the concentration of a group of acute-phase proteins in the serum.[@b39-bic-4-2012-019]--[@b41-bic-4-2012-019] The complement system, on the other hand, is an important part of humoral immune system and plays an important role in both innate and acquired immunogenicity. It consists of various proteins acting in different domains of an inter-linked network.[@b42-bic-4-2012-019] The complement system takes care of the invading micro-organisms, transformed cells and molecular aggregates from tissues and biological fluids.[@b43-bic-4-2012-019]

Densities of the corresponding protein bands in normal controls determined by GelQuant.Net software were used as reference to compare the expression level of various proteins in breast cancer and benign breast disease patients. Normalization of protein expression data was particularly helpful for the samples like BC55 ([Fig. 1](#f1-bic-4-2012-019){ref-type="fig"}), where it was difficult to justify whether the observed differential expression of proteins was the outcome of protein-loading errors or not. Further support was provided by serum albumin quantification data (not shown). To determine the significance level of variation among different groups of BC patients and benign breast disease patients, we performed a *X*^2^ analysis on the data. This analysis was helpful to evaluate the inherent relationship, if present, between altered expression level of any protein and type of BC or benign breast diseases. In short, the *X*^2^ test was performed to determine whether there is any contribution of either type of breast complication (ie, breast cancer/benign breast disease) or type of breast cancer (like infiltrating ductal carcinoma, *in situ* ductal carcinoma or lobular carcinoma). The *P*-value is the probability of deviation of the observed from expected due to chance alone or the contribution of some other factor.

Our results indicate that the BC patients are not distinguishable from benign breast disease patients (*P* = 0.670) on the basis of differential expression of haptoglobin and the C8-containing fraction (SEB1). Similarly, there is no relationship between type of BC and expression of the SEB1 fraction (*P* = 0.102). However, expression of this fraction (SEB1) varies significantly (*P* = 0.005) depending on the status of chemotherapeutic treatment and HCV/HBV infection in BC patients.

Our results correspond to earlier studies that have reported elevated serum levels of haptoglobin in various types of infections, inflammation and a wide range of carcinomas including BC,[@b44-bic-4-2012-019] epithelial ovarian carcinoma,[@b45-bic-4-2012-019] esophageal squamous cell carcinoma,[@b46-bic-4-2012-019] urogenital tumor,[@b47-bic-4-2012-019] leukemia,[@b48-bic-4-2012-019] lung cancers and bladder cancers.[@b49-bic-4-2012-019],[@b50-bic-4-2012-019] It is involved in the formation of the membrane attack complex on bacterial cell membranes. Alpha and beta subunits are responsible for the complement mediated bacterial killing but the gamma subunit appears to bind with retinol.[@b51-bic-4-2012-019]

In our study, the TTR (fraction SEB2) was the only identified protein that was found to be down-regulated in the majority of BC and benign breast diseases. It is a 55-kDa homotetrameric protein which plays an important role in the transport of thyroid hormones in blood[@b36-bic-4-2012-019],[@b52-bic-4-2012-019] and metabolism of retinol.[@b53-bic-4-2012-019] A scientific literature search has revealed that decreased levels of TTR have been reported in cases of severe liver diseases, malnutrition and acute inflammation[@b54-bic-4-2012-019]--[@b56-bic-4-2012-019] as well as in ovarian cancer,[@b57-bic-4-2012-019]--[@b59-bic-4-2012-019] lung cancer,[@b60-bic-4-2012-019] cholangiocarcinoma,[@b61-bic-4-2012-019] prostate cancer[@b62-bic-4-2012-019] and advanced circular and endometrial carcinoma patients,[@b58-bic-4-2012-019] but not in BC. Ours, therefore, is the first report to show that this protein is differentially expressed in breast diseases also. We also noticed a modified form of TTR (SEB3 fraction) being expressed in the sera of a few patients included in the study. In the published literature, TTR and its three post-translationally modified forms have been reported as serum markers in patients of mycosis fungoides, a type of cutaneous T-cell lymphoma.[@b63-bic-4-2012-019] Post-translationally modified forms of TTR were also found in the serum of late-stage ovarian cancer, prostate, breast and colon cancer patients.[@b36-bic-4-2012-019] We suggest that this protein may be a component of a cellular pathway that is common to the pathogenesis of different types of carcinoma.

Earlier studies have reported α and β subunits of hemoglobin as potential serum biomarkers for the diagnosis and prognosis of ovarian cancer.[@b64-bic-4-2012-019] In our study, hemoglobin subunit β (SEB4) was identified to be up-regulated in only 3 of the total 61 patients (ie, BC and benign breast disease patients).

We have observed up-regulation of the SAA protein-containing fraction (SEB5) in majority of the BC and benign breast disease patients. SAA protein is an immunomodulator and is involved in various physiological and pathological processes including inflammation, arthereosclerosis and thrombosis.[@b65-bic-4-2012-019] Its levels significantly increase in response to tissue damage and inflammation. Elevated levels of this protein have also been reported in rheumatoid arthritis, primary biliary cirrhosis, chronic active hepatitis and various carcinoma including chronic lymphocytic leukemia, Hodgkin's disease, myelomatosis, lung, bladder, colorectal, and gastric cancers as well as BC.[@b66-bic-4-2012-019],[@b67-bic-4-2012-019] Higher levels of albumin are also found in benign lesions of breast while low albumin contents in the breast tumor cytosol are linked to a higher tendency of axillary node involvement in BC.[@b68-bic-4-2012-019] Human serum albumin and hemoglobin α and β subunit levels are known to be elevated in ovarian carcinoma and are reported to be potential serum markers for the diagnosis and prognosis of ovarian cancer.[@b64-bic-4-2012-019],[@b69-bic-4-2012-019]

In the current study we have noticed the complement C3, ITIH4 protein fraction to be significantly up-regulated in a major fraction of BC patients while down-regulation was predominant in benign breast diseases. Alternatively, serum albumin and the complement C4-A protein fraction was down-regulated in a majority of the BC and benign breast diseases patients. ITIH4 is a 35 KDa glycoprotein and is the fifth member inter-alpha-trypsin inhibitor (ITI). It belongs to the super family of Kunitz type protease inhibitors,[@b57-bic-4-2012-019] is mainly synthesized by liver, and is secreted into blood where it is cleaved by plasma kallikrein into smaller fragments.[@b70-bic-4-2012-019] Its suggested roles include the stabilization of extracellular matrices[@b71-bic-4-2012-019] and inhibition of apoptosis.[@b72-bic-4-2012-019] It is well documented that ITIH4 serum levels are elevated in various types of carcinoma including BC, epithelial ovarian carcinoma and germ cell ovarian carcinoma. A cleavage fragment of ITIH4 is up-regulated in early stages of ovarian cancer.[@b57-bic-4-2012-019] Conversely, ITIH4 levels are not raised in patients of nasopharyngeal carcinoma and osteosarcoma.[@b73-bic-4-2012-019] Our results are in accordance with the earlier studies.

Significantly higher levels of complements (CH50, C3, C4 and C1q) in subjects with cancer (n = 200) versus healthy subjects (n = 90) have been reported by some workers and suggested to be related to the stage of the carcinoma. This is because nearly normal complement levels are reached at remission stage.[@b74-bic-4-2012-019] Similar profiles are seen in the total hemolytic complement (CH50) and its fractions C3 and C4 in localized juvenile periodontitis[@b75-bic-4-2012-019] and in patients with carcinoma of the oral cavity, uterine cervix, and breast.[@b76-bic-4-2012-019] Lymphogenous leukemia patients had also shown wide variations in serum complement levels. Recently, it has been shown that C3 and C4 are up-regulated in response to epirubicin and docetaxel chemotherapy.[@b77-bic-4-2012-019] In our study, we have observed altered expression levels of various complement system components (ie, C3, C4-A and C8). Only 8 of the breast cancer patients included in our study have undergone chemotherapy. A large-scale retrospective study with appropriate follow-up of patients is required to document effect of chemotherapy on expression of various proteins.

ApoA-1 is encoded by the *APOA1* gene and is the major component of high-density lipoprotein (HDL) in plasma. ApoA-1 binds with the ATP-binding cassette transporter A1 (ABCA1) to mediate the efflux of cholesterol and proinflammatory phospholipids from tissues to liver for excretion.[@b78-bic-4-2012-019]--[@b80-bic-4-2012-019] ApoA-1 has been shown to possess anti-inflammatory and anti-oxidant properties.[@b81-bic-4-2012-019] It is known that lipid transport, inflammation and oxidative stress are the key factors associated with the pathogenesis of cancer.[@b82-bic-4-2012-019]--[@b84-bic-4-2012-019] Down-regulated expression of ApoA-1 has been observed in ovarian cancer.[@b58-bic-4-2012-019],[@b85-bic-4-2012-019] Moreover, it was found that human apoA1, when overexpressed in transgenic mice tumor growth, was inhibited whereas survival rate was enhanced in a mouse model of ovarian cancer.[@b86-bic-4-2012-019] It has been suggested that the apoA-1 protein mediates anti-tumor effects by binding and removing lysophosphatidic acid (LPA), a bioactive lysophospholipid.[@b86-bic-4-2012-019],[@b87-bic-4-2012-019] Lysophospholipids are known to activate the process of proliferation in cancer cells in general and have also been implicated in pathogenesis of breast cancer.[@b87-bic-4-2012-019],[@b88-bic-4-2012-019] It has been reported that low density lipopolysaccharides (LDL) increase in women suffering from breast cancer and fibrocystic disease, and the ratio of apoA-1 to apoB has been found as the best predictor of cancer recurrence.[@b89-bic-4-2012-019]

Similarly, immunoglobulins are key components of the immune system and are composed of two heavy and two light chains. There are two subtypes (ie, kappa 'κ' and lambda 'λ') of light chains. Understanding immunological defense mechanism gives a better account of breast cancer progression.[@b90-bic-4-2012-019],[@b91-bic-4-2012-019] Ig κ chain has been used for monitoring prognosis and response to therapy in breast cancer and other cancers.[@b92-bic-4-2012-019],[@b93-bic-4-2012-019] Higher expression of Ig κ chain has proven to be an indicator of better metastasis free survival of breast cancer patients.[@b93-bic-4-2012-019] Further an increased expression of κ chain c region mRNA has been documented in human cervical epithelial cells dysplasia and carcinoma.[@b94-bic-4-2012-019]

In the present study we have observed both up- and down-regulation of apoA1 and Ig κ chain c region containing protein fraction although majority of breast cancer and benign breast disease patients were found to have up-regulated expression. We were unable to differentiate between breast cancer and benign breast disease patients on the basis of the expression of this protein fraction. We have found significant up-regulation of this protein fraction in patients suffering from patients suffering from unidentified type of carcinoma, infiltrating/invasive ductal carcinoma and non-chemotherapeutically treated patients whereas majority of the chemotherapeutically treated, HCV positive and *in-situ* duct carcinoma patients exhibited down-regulation of this protein fraction. At present we are unable to suggest about the role/mechanism of apolipoprotein in the pathogenesis of breast cancer. However, results are encouraging and demand a detailed follow-up study to address correlation of down- or up-regulated expression of apoA-1 with breast cancer and benign breast diseases.

On the basis of the observations discussed above we conclude that TTR, and proteins present in SEB5, SEB6 and SEB7 fractions, may be the part of a common pathway related to the pathogenesis of breast diseases including cancer and benign breast diseases. These include mammary dysplasia, chronic mastitis, fibroadenoma, and non-specific inflammation. Further, as it is known through earlier studies that benign breast diseases increase the risk of developing BC,[@b95-bic-4-2012-019] it is possible that variations in the expression level of studied proteins are responsible for oncogenic transformation and changes at the molecular level that are otherwise not detectable by histopathological study.

The present study has indicated multiple proteins as the potential BC biomarkers. As other protein fractions did not contain a single protein except TTR and modified TTR, we recommend TTR down-regulation as a potential candidate biomarker of BC. Similarly, the presence or the absence of modified TTR may be related to type, stage or grade of BC and medication.

Conclusions
===========

A correlation of TTR has been found with the pathogenesis of breast carcinoma. About 68.75% of the analyzed data have shown down-regulation of TTR. In addition, a modified form of TTR is also present in 27.87% of the analyzed BC patients. We suggest that quantification-based assays may be more helpful and conclusive for proper validation of TTR as a biomarker for BC and pre-cancerous BC complications. Further studies are to be conducted on the role of transthyretin in BC. Predominant up-regulation of SEB5 and SEB6 protein bands have revealed the possible role of SAA, albumin, C3 and ITIH4 in BC. Likewise, down-regulation of C4-A and the serum albumin-containing fraction might play an important role during the course of BC. TTR levels are also regulated by nutritional status, inflammation and presence or the absence of different hepatic diseases.[@b96-bic-4-2012-019] A detailed study is required in this regard with careful selection of controls to validate the specificity of TTR. There is a need to explore the hierarchy of events and identify the major proteins involved in due course. Once the very first molecule responsible for triggering the pathway is identified, this will be helpful for the diagnosis of BC and related complications like mastitis and dysplasia at the earliest possible stage. The information obtained can be further employed to design better therapeutic strategies for the treatment of the disease. Our results suggest that the use of multiple biomarkers including all or few of the acute phase proteins (ie, albumin, haptoglobin, ITIH4, SAA, TTR) and complement system components (C3, C4-A, and C8 gamma chain) may be a better option for diagnosis and follow up of a disease. We have not quantified TTR using specific ELISA. Present results are based on densitometric analysis. TTR quantification data will be helpful to perform a logistic regression analysis and determine the prediction score of TTR for predicting an individual's risk for breast cancer.

The major aim of our study was not to explore the combined effect of HBV/HCV infection and breast cancer. We collected samples from breast cancer patients and screened for HBV/HCV/HIV infection. Few breast cancer and benign breast disease patients were found to be HBV/HCV positive. Following the exclusion criteria of study we excluded HBV/HCV positive patients from the main cohort of the patients. But it was interesting to notice the combined effect of HBV/HCV infection and breast disease. At present, interpretation results may seem to be exaggerated due to the low number of samples, but this pilot study can serve as a starting point for a future study designed to address the issue.

Our results have predicted the involvement of multiple proteins including immunoglobulins (Ig κ chain c region), complement system components (C3, C4-A, C8 γ chain), acute phase proteins (haptoglobin, TTR, albumin, ITIH4, SAA) and an amyloidosis-associated protein (apoA-1) in the pathogenesis of BC and benign breast diseases. These proteins are known key components associated with chronic inflammation. On the basis of available clinical and experimental data, it has been suggested that chronic inflammation significantly contributes to cancer development. Inflammation is known as the 7th hallmark of cancer.[@b97-bic-4-2012-019] Persistent humoral immune response greatly enhances the recruitment and activation of innate immune cells in neoplastic microenvironments. Activated immune cells in turn regulate various cancer-associated pathways including tissue remodelling, pro-angiogenic and pro-survival pathways. Moreover, examination of individuals with chronic inflammatory disorders has shown that suppressed cellular immunity, increased humoral immunity and humoral immunity associated cytokines together contribute towards the suppression of anti-tumor immune responses. As a result of this suppression, the process of angiogenesis is accelerated, increasing the risk of cancer development in inflamed tissues.[@b97-bic-4-2012-019],[@b98-bic-4-2012-019] On the basis of de novo organspecific cancer development studies conducted in transgenic mouse models it has been proposed that tumor promotion and progression might be facilitated through immunoglobulins and immune complexes mediated inflammation. All of this evidence supports the hypothesis that increased local humoral and innate immune system activation along with the suppressed cellular immunity and failed cytotoxic T cell anti-tumor immunity alter risk of cancer development. These components can be powerful targets for anti-cancer immunotherapeutic drugs.[@b91-bic-4-2012-019],[@b99-bic-4-2012-019],[@b100-bic-4-2012-019] Results of our study support the role of inflammation mediators in the pathogenesis of breast cancer.
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![Differential expression profiles of serum proteins in breast carcinoma and other breast complications.\
**Notes:** Sera of patients and normal individuals were subjected to SDS PAGE as described in materials and methods. Variations in protein bands were examined after Coomassie brilliant blue staining.\
**Abbreviations:** M, Molecular weight markers; N, Normal individual; BC37, BC38, Mammary dysplasia; BC39, Infiltrating ductal carcinoma grade II; BC42, Lobular Carcinoma; BC44, Severe, acute, chronic and non-specific inflammation; BC45, Infiltrating ductal carcinoma grade I; BC37, BC38 and BC44, Benign breast disease patients; BC39, BC42 and BC45, Breast cancer patients.](bic-4-2012-019f1){#f1-bic-4-2012-019}

![Comparison of protein expression profiles in the sera of different types of breast carcinoma and fibroadenoma.\
**Notes:** Sera of patients and normal individuals were subjected to SDS PAGE as described in materials and methods. Variations in protein bands were examined after Coomassie brilliant blue staining.\
**Abbreviations:** M, Molecular weight markers; N, Normal individual; BC55, Phylloid tumor; BC56, Infiltrating ductal carcinoma; BC58, Fibroadenoma; BC59, Duct carcinoma; BC61, Lobular carcinoma; BC62, Infiltrating ductal carcinoma; BC55, BC58, Benign breast diseases patients; BC56, BC59, BC61, and BC62, Breast cancer patients.](bic-4-2012-019f2){#f2-bic-4-2012-019}

###### 

Differentially expressed proteins identified by LC-MS/MS analysis in the sera of BC patients.

  Spot    Acc      Name                                                       Mass     Ip     Score   Peptide matched   Coverage %
  ------- -------- ---------------------------------------------------------- -------- ------ ------- ----------------- ------------
  SEB1a   P00738   HPT_HUMAN haptoglobin                                      45177    6.13   303     18 (7)            10
  SEB1b   P07360   CO8G_HUMAN complement component C8 gamma chain             22264    8.49   119     2 (1)             12
  SEB2    P02766   TTHY_HUMAN transthyretin                                   15877    5.52   261     10 (6)            24
  SEB3    P02766   TTHY_HUMAN transthyretin                                   15877    5.52   140     5 (3)             17
  SEB4    Q549N7   HBB_HUMAN hemoglobin subunit beta                          15988    6.75   289     18 (8)            46
  SEB5a   Q6FG67   SAA_HUMAN serum amyloid A protein                          13524    6.28   241     10 (3)            24
  SEB5b   Q9P157   ALBU_HUMAN                                                 69321    5.92   189     5 (2)             7
  SEB5c   P18985   HBB_CALAR hemoglobin subunit beta                          15942    6.85   135     6 (1)             21
  SEB6a   P01024   CO3_HUMAN complement C3                                    187030   6.02   625     21 (10)           9
  SEB6b   Q14624   ITIH4_HUMAN inter-alpha-trypsin inhibitor heavy chain H4   103293   6.51   259     9 (2)             6
  SEB7a   Q9P157   ALBU_HUMAN serum albumin                                   69321    5.92   236     7 (2)             10
  SEB7b   Q5JQM8   Complement C4-A                                            192650   6.65   102     6 (1)             2
  SEB8a   P01834   Ig kappa chain c-region                                    11602    5.58   429     10 (9)            80
  SEB8b   P02647   Apolipoprotein A1                                          30759    5.56   138     5 (3)             20

**Abbreviation:** Ip, Isoelectric point; Acc, Accession number.

**Notes:** Peptide matched = Number of (unique) peptides matched out of our MS/MS analysis to a certain protein (identified protein in this case) and number in parenthesis is the count of peptides with significant matches, Protein sequence coverage% = % age of amino acids from identified protein covered in this MS/MS analysis which is bases of the identification, Protein score = It is non-probabilistic method of ranking protein hits, SEB1-8 = protein bands cut from normal samples.

###### 

Expression pattern of various proteins in the sera of BC and benign breast disease patients.

  --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Sr. no.         Protein/s                                                                        Expression level w.r.t. normal        Total patients (n = 61) % age   BC Sera (n = 48) % age   BBDs Sera (n = 13) % age   *P*-value *(X*^2^-test)
  --------------- -------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------- ------------------------------- ------------------------ -------------------------- -----------------------------------------------------
  1\.             SEB1a = Haptoglobin, SEB1b = Complement component C8 gamma chain                 Down-regulation                       47.54                           50.00                    38.46                      0.670[a](#tfn4-bic-4-2012-019){ref-type="table-fn"}

  Up-regulation   52.46                                                                            50.00                                 61.54                                                                               

  2\.             SEB2 = Transthyretin                                                             Down-regulation                       63.93                           68.75                    46.15                      0.238[a](#tfn4-bic-4-2012-019){ref-type="table-fn"}

  Up-regulation   30.07                                                                            31.25                                 53.85                                                                               

  3\.             SEB3 = Transthyretin (modified)                                                  Only expressed in diseased subjects   27.87                           25.00                    38.46                      0.541[a](#tfn4-bic-4-2012-019){ref-type="table-fn"}

  4\.             SEB4 = Hemoglobin subunit β                                                      Up-regulation                         4.92                            2.08                     15.39                      0.213[a](#tfn4-bic-4-2012-019){ref-type="table-fn"}

  No change       95.08                                                                            97.92                                 84.62                                                                               

  5\.             SEB5a = Serum amyloid A protein, SEB5b = Albumin, SEB5c = Hemoglobin subunit β   Down-regulation                       37.71                           39.58                    30.77                      0.796[a](#tfn4-bic-4-2012-019){ref-type="table-fn"}

  Up-regulation   62.30                                                                            60.42                                 69.23                                                                               

  6\.             SEB6a = Complement C3\                                                           Down-regulation                       44.26                           37.50                    69.23                      0.119[a](#tfn4-bic-4-2012-019){ref-type="table-fn"}
                  SEB6b = Inter-alpha-trypsin inhibitor heavy chain H4                                                                                                                                                       

  Up-regulation   54.10                                                                            60.42                                 30.77                                                                               

  No change       1.64                                                                             2.08                                  --                                                                                  

  7\.             SEB7a = Serum albumin\                                                           Down-regulation                       60.66                           58.33                    69.23                      0.694[a](#tfn4-bic-4-2012-019){ref-type="table-fn"}
                  SEB7b = Complement C4-A                                                                                                                                                                                    

  Up-regulation   39.34                                                                            41.67                                 30.77                                                                               

  8\.             SEB8a = Ig Kappa chain c-region\                                                 Down-regulation                       40.98                           43.75                    30.77                      0.099[a](#tfn4-bic-4-2012-019){ref-type="table-fn"}
                  SEB8b = Apolipoprotein A1                                                                                                                                                                                  

  Up-regulation   54.10                                                                            50.00                                 69.23                                                                               

  No change       4.92                                                                             6.25                                  --                                                                                  
  --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

**Notes:**

Significance level for variation amongst the BC and BBDs, n = no of subjects/individuals. *X*^2^ analysis was performed on actual outcome/numerical values not on percentages. *P*-value is the probability that gives the measure of deviation between observed and expected outcome.

###### 

Expression pattern of various proteins in the sera of various breast cancer groups.

  ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Sr. no.         Protein/s                                                                        Expression level w.r.t. normal        Breast cancer patients groups w.r.t. treatment/HCV infection (% age) (A = Nonchemotherapeutically treated, B = Chemotherapeutically treated, C = HCV positive)   *P*-value (*X*^2^-test)   Breast cancer patients groups w.r.t. type of breast cancer (% age) (A = Infiltrating/invasive duct carcinoma, B = *in-situ* Duct carcinoma, C = Unknown)   *P*-value (*X*^2^-test)                           
  --------------- -------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------- ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------- ------- ------- ------- -------
  1\.             SEB1a = Haptoglobin, SEB1b = Complement component C8 gamma chain                 Down regulation                       34.37                                                                                                                                                            62.500                    100.00                                                                                                                                                     0.005                     40.91   85.71   42.86   0.102

  Up-regulation   65.63                                                                            37.50                                 --                                                                                                                                                                                         59.09                                                                                                                                                      14.29                     57.14                   

  2\.             SEB2 = Transthyretin                                                             Down-regulation                       56.25                                                                                                                                                            87.50                     100.00                                                                                                                                                     0.035                     72.73   71.43   57.14   0.605

  Up-regulation   43.75                                                                            12.50                                 --                                                                                                                                                                                         27.27                                                                                                                                                      28.57                     42.86                   

  3\.             SEB3 = Transthyretin (modified)                                                  Only expressed in diseased subjects   28.13                                                                                                                                                            37.50                     --                                                                                                                                                         0.211                     27.27   14.29   7.14    0.302

  4\.             SEB4 = Hemoglobin subunit β                                                      Up-regulation                         3.13                                                                                                                                                             --                        --                                                                                                                                                         0.787                     --      --      7.14    0.346

  No change       96.88                                                                            100.00                                100.00                                                                                                                                                                                     100.00                                                                                                                                                     100.00                    92.86                   

  5\.             SEB5a = Serum amyloid A protein, SEB5b = Albumin, SEB5c = Hemoglobin subunit β   Down-regulation                       31.25                                                                                                                                                            37.50                     71.43                                                                                                                                                      0.140                     36.36   42.86   42.86   0.190

  Up-regulation   68.75                                                                            62.50                                 28.57                                                                                                                                                                                      63.64                                                                                                                                                      57.14                     57.14                   

  6\.             SEB6a = Complement C3\                                                           Down-regulation                       34.38                                                                                                                                                            12.50                     85.71                                                                                                                                                      0.048                     31.82   57.14   28.57   0.595
                  SEB6b = Inter-alpha-trypsin inhibitor heavy chain H4                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           

  Up-regulation   62.50                                                                            87.50                                 14.23                                                                                                                                                                                      63.64                                                                                                                                                      42.86                     71.43                   

  No change       3.13                                                                             --                                    --                                                                                                                                                                                         4.55                                                                                                                                                       --                        --                      

  7\.             SEB7a = Serum albumin\                                                           Down-regulation                       46.88                                                                                                                                                            75.00                     85.71                                                                                                                                                      0.093                     54.55   71.43   50.00   0.470
                  SEB7b = Complement C4-A                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        

  Up-regulation   53.13                                                                            25.00                                 14.29                                                                                                                                                                                      45.45                                                                                                                                                      28.57                     50.00                   

  8\.             SEB8a = Ig Kappa chain c-region\                                                 Down-regulation                       28.12                                                                                                                                                            62.50                     85.71                                                                                                                                                      0.032                     40.91   71.42   35.71   0.239
                  SEB8b= Apolipoprotein A1                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       

  Up-regulation   65.63                                                                            25.00                                 14.29                                                                                                                                                                                      50.00                                                                                                                                                      14.29                     64.29                   

  No change       6.25                                                                             12.50                                 --                                                                                                                                                                                         9.09                                                                                                                                                       14.29                     --                      
  ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
